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Abstract. In SDN based networks, for network management such as
monitoring, performance tuning, enforcing security, conﬁgurations, calculating QoS metrics etc. a certain fraction of traﬃc is responsible. It consists of packets for many network protocols such as DHCP, MLD, MDNS,
NDP etc. Most of the time these packets are created and absorbed at
midway switches. We refer to these as raw packets. Cumulative statistics
of sent and received traﬃc is sent to the controller by OpenFlow compliant switches that includes these raw packets. Although, not part of
the data traﬃc these packets get counted and leads to noise in the measured statistics and thus, hamper the accuracy of methods that depend
on these statistics such as calculation of QoS metrics.
In this paper, we propose a method to estimate the fraction of the
network traﬃc that consists of raw packets in Software Deﬁned Networks. The number of raw packets transferred depends on the number of
switches and hosts in the network and it is a periodic function of time.
Through experiments on several network topologies, we have estimated
a way to ﬁnd a cap on the generated raw packets in the network, using
spanning tree information about the topology.
Keywords: Raw packets · OpenFlow
Software Deﬁned Networks (SDN)

1

Introduction

The traditional networks with their closed and proprietary network devices by
their rigidity have narrowed the possibilities of any innovation and improvement. Further, the strong coupling between data and control plane of network
devices, especially switches and routers has restricted the development of new
functionalities in the existing networks.
To change the current aﬀairs, Software Deﬁned Networks (SDN), an emerging paradigm in networking advocates rifting of control and data plane, for promoting network programmability by splitting network’s control logic from the
underlying network devices. The state and statistics of the network greatly aﬀect
the decision making process while the controller exerts its centralized control.
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OpenFlow 1.3 [1,2] deﬁnes structure and semantics for multipart request and
response messages which are used by the controller to query statistics from an
OpenFlow compliant switch. The counters of received and transmitted packets
for ﬂows as well as ports statistics include count of packets which are responsible for network management such as network monitoring, traﬃc measurement,
pushing conﬁgurations etc. We refer to these packets as raw packets. Some of the
protocols which generate raw packets are NDP, DHCP etc. Often these packets
are generated and absorbed at the intermediate switches and are not part of the
end-to-end data traﬃc. Therefore, accuracy of many of the functionalities of the
controller that depend on pure end-to-end packet statistics such as calculation of
QoS metrics (delay, packet loss, bandwidth etc.), bandwidth management, congestion avoidance, detection and mitigation etc. is hampered. Thus, an estimate
of the fraction of network traﬃc that consists of raw packets is needed.
In this work, we present the intuitions that can help us to estimate fraction
raw packet traﬃc in the network. We also explain the experiments that we
conducted to validate those intuitions. Further, we present an implementation
and evaluation of a prototype using Ryu controller [3] running on the top of
Open vSwitches [4] emulated using Mininet [5,6].

2

Raw Packets

In this section, we deﬁne raw packets and discuss its impact in SDN and the
extent to which it aﬀects statistics.
2.1

Definition

We deﬁne raw packets as fraction of traﬃc in the network that is responsible
for management of network which includes as network monitoring, performance
management, enforcing security policies, traﬃc measurement, pushing conﬁgurations etc., but not a part of the end-to-end data traﬃc. Simply put, it is control,
non-user generated traﬃc.
For example, the switches and routers perform network discovery, multicast
listeners discovery etc. and hosts request networking parameters from DHCP
servers etc. Many of these packets generated by protocols like NDP, CDP etc.
are generated and absorbed at switches while packets generated by protocols
like MDNS, DHCP are absorbed at servers. Hence, they are not part of the
end-to-end data traﬃc.
2.2

Impact of Raw Packets in Statistics

Globally, a lot of network traﬃc comprises of raw traﬃc [7]. In our initial explorations, we found out that around 3200–3500 packets are generated every 30 min
even in a small emulated network of 2 hosts and 2 switches, which is around
3–9% of the total traﬃc. Cumulatively, over a period of time, these statistics
aﬀect the calculation of metrics such as queue size, bandwidth, packet loss etc.
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in a Software Deﬁned Network. For example, OpenNetMon [8] estimates perﬂow packet loss by polling each switchs port statistics. But because switches
send cumulative statistics (that includes raw packets), the reported statistics is
unable to diﬀerentiate between raw packets and end-to-end user data traﬃc.
Further, each of the protocols have separate rate of raw packet generation. For
example, MDNS queries are generated quite frequently as compared to ICMP
Router Solicitation packets. So, instead of identifying a list of triggers of raw
packet generation for so many protocols, (which will be even more in a realistic
network), an experimental method to detect a periodic time interval is more
practical and deployable (Table 1 and Fig. 1).
Table 1. Packet generated by diﬀerent protocols
Protocols Packets
ARP

70

DHCP

528

ICMP

928

IGMP

24

MDNS

1578

Total

3583

Fig. 1. Rate of raw packet generation of diﬀerent protocols

2.3

Impact of Raw Packets in SDN

Several background services in SDN controller are responsible for generating a
lot of raw packets for several operations like topology discovery, monitoring via
packet injection, conﬁguration pushing etc. Therefore, as compared to traditional
networks SDN based networks generate more raw packets. Pakzad et al. [9] have
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shown that even for medium sized topologies such as a tree topology, (d = 4,
f = 4, switches = 85 and ports = 424), there can be as many as 424 LLDP packets
generated for discovering links part of which are generated and injected by the
controller. At ﬁrst sight, one may argue that the controller already knows about
these packets and can separate these counters from received statistics, but many
of these packets are generated at switches also such as LLDP Packet-Out message
for each port on each switch in OFDP [10] and thus, the controller is unable to
estimate the links where these packets are generated.
Because of criticality of load on controller and performance for the scalability
of a Software Deﬁned Network [11], authors in [12] have advocated a need to
make a trade- oﬀ between resource overhead and measurement accuracy. Thus,
PayLess [13] proposes a frequency adaptive statistics collection scheduling algorithm and Pakzad et al. propose a new approach to reduce processing cost due to
topology discovery in the controller with a minimum reduction of 67% in terms
of messages. In their recent work [14], Pakzad et al. have conducted a range
of experiments on the OFELIA SDN testbed [15], on a network topology across
Italy, Spain, Belgium and Switzerland, the results of which highlight that considerable amount of LLDP packets are generated. For auto conﬁguration in SDN
[16], extensions to current protocols such as DHCP-SDN have been proposed
that will lead to even greater fraction of raw traﬃc. These works emphasize that
considerable amount of raw traﬃc is generated that distorts traﬃc statistics to
a greater extent.

3

Intuition

Here, we present the intuitions that can help us to estimate fraction raw packet
traﬃc in the network. We also explain the experiments that we conducted to
validate those intuitions.
3.1

Hypothesis

Periodic message exchanges. The message exchanges for network management are periodic in nature. For example, every 15 s a router may send messages
to its adjacent routers for network discovery. Therefore, with the help of the time
period of the periodic function and number of cycles elapsed, one can estimate
roughly the number of messages exchanged.
Raw packets generated proportional to network devices. The number
of raw packets transferred in a subnet should be directly proportional to the
number of switches and hosts in the network. Thus, the total number of raw
packets in the network can be estimated.
Packet flow via spanning tree. Number of packets through each link in
the network can be estimated using the spanning tree information about the
topology.
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Validation

Experimental Setup. The network is emulated using a Network Emulator,
Mininet which emulates any number of virtual end-hosts, routers, switches, and
links on a Linux kernel. Furthermore, it allows us to create many custom topologies and emulate some link parameters like a real Ethernet interface, e.g., link
speed, packet loss, and delay. We use SDN enabled (i.e. OpenFlow [1] compliant)
Open vSwitch Kernel switches and Ryu controller to handle their control plane.
We emulate the network topology using L2 learning switches. These switches
memorize source-port mapping by examining each packet. By this mechanism
each MAC address gets bound with a port. Afterwards, if the destination address
of a new packet is found to be associated with some port then, the packet is
pushed to the given port, otherwise it is ﬂooded on all the ports of the switch.
No other traﬃc, except raw traﬃc is generated in such a network.
Periodic message exchanges. We emulate a small network to detect if messages exchanged for network management are periodic in nature (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. A network with a host and two switches

The packets exchanged between two switches and between a switch and a
host are monitored by sending PortStats query from the controller every 5 s. As
shown in Fig. 3, we notice that the number of packets exchanged are periodic in
nature. Thus for an experimentally estimated time period, the number of raw
packets exchanged between a pair of network devices remains almost constant
(doesnt depend on the count of switches and hosts in the network).
Raw packets generated proportional to network devices. As we increase
the number of switches and hosts in the network, we see a linear increase in the
number of messages exchanged (Fig. 4).
Packet flow via spanning tree. For diﬀerent topologies such as star, tree
etc. while analyzing the PortStats of the switches we ﬁnd that the number of
raw packets exchanged for each port of a switch is proportional to number of
switches and hosts connected to the switch through that port in the spanning
(Fig. 5).
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Fig. 3. Exchanged packets between one host and one switch

Fig. 4. Total packets exchanged at all ports by each switch as a function of number of
hosts in the network

Fig. 5. Packets reported at a port as a function of number of switches connected in
the spanning tree
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Proposed Methodology

In this section, we present the steps of our proposed methodology, the way to get
spanning tree information using the controller and the way to estimate constants
of the formula.
4.1

Steps

It consists of following steps:
1. Request spanning tree information T of the entire network from the controller.
2. By iterating over each interface of every network device, calculated the number of network devices attached to it.
3. Using the statistics of exchanged packets, timer period (τ ) and Aτ and Bτ
are estimated. Aτ denotes the number of raw packets exchanged between two
switches. And Bτ denotes the number of packets exchanged between a host
and a switch in τ time.
4. Then, for a given time t, the total count of the exchanged packets between
network devices is calculated using the following formula:
N = (Aτ × α + Bτ × β) × (t/τ )
α: # switches in interface’s subnetwork
β: # hosts interface’s subnetwork
Aτ : # raw packets exchanged between two switches in τ time,
Bτ : # raw packets exchanged between a host and a switch in τ time

Algorithm 1. Raw packet Estimation
1: procedure RawPackets(T, α, β, Aτ , Bτ , t, τ )
2:
for ∀ switches αi in spanning tree T do
3:
for ∀ switch ports pj do
4:
N (pj ) = (Aτ × T αi pj n + Bτ × T βi pj n) × (t/τ )
5:
end for
6:
end for
7: end procedure

In the above algorithm, T αi pj n is the number of switches connected to pj of
αi and T βi pj n is the number of hosts connected to pj of αi .
4.2

Getting Spanning Tree Information

We run spanning tree protocol at the Ryu controller using OpenFlow 1.3 [2]. By
sending a Port Modiﬁcation message to the switch, it is possible to control the
following (Table 2):
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Table 2. Port settings allowed in OF 1.3 used for STP implementation
Values

Description

OFPPC PORT DOWN

Status, disabled by service personnel

OFPPC NO RECV

Rejects all packets received

OFPPC NO FWD

No forwarding from the port

OFPPC NO PACKET IN Packet-In messages, not discharged in case of table-miss

Initially, to receive BPDU packets at the controller, we install ﬂow entry that
sends Packet-In of BPDU packets in each switch. To control sending/receiving of
BPDU packets, MAC learning is employed. For various STP states the following
settings are set up (Table 3):
Table 3. STP state conﬁgurations
Status

Port configuration

DISABLE

NO RECV/NO FWD No setting

BLOCK

NO FWD BPDU

Packet-In, drop packets other than BPDU

LISTEN

No setting

BPDU Packet-In, drop packets other than BPDU

LEARN

No setting

BPDU Packet-In, drop packets other than BPDU

FORWARD No setting

Flow entry

BPDU Packet-In

When connection between each OpenFlow switch and the controller is completed, exchange of BPDU packets starts and root bridge selection, port role
setting, and port state change takes place.
4.3

Estimating Time Period and Other Constants

Time period, τ was estimated by emulating a traﬃc free network for a long
duration of time and analyzing the statistics of packets exchanged. Every switch
was polled every 5 s for PortStats for 30 min. The time period of the periodic
pattern observed is taken as τ . We take Aτ as average number of packets that
are exchanged between two switches and Bτ as the average number packets
exchanged between a host and a switch in that time period. If we want to know
the number of raw packets exchanged at a time which is not a multiple of v, we
can have those values of Aτ and Bτ looked up, e.g. from Fig. 3 at that point of
time.

5

Evaluation and Inferences

Here we present the results of the application of above methodologies and the
error rate with which we were able to report the raw packets accurately.
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Estimation of Constants

As shown in Fig. 3, we noticed that on an average 345 packets are exchanged
between two switches in every 450 s. We take this value as Aτ . Even for a network
of varied size and complexity, we found this value to be, in range of 340 to 350
packets, almost constant. Therefore the time period of the network (τ ) is 450 s.
Similarly, for calculating the number of packets exchanged between a switch
and a host we noticed that on an average 115 packets (τ ) are exchanged between
a switch and a host in every 450 s.
5.2

Setup I

In the setup we emulate the topology as shown in Fig. 6. For estimating raw
packets at port 1 (right side) of switch S1, we see that there are two switches
and three hosts connected to the switch via port 1. The time period as calculated
above is 15 min. Therefore, the estimated number of raw packets for 30 min is
(345 × 2 + 115 × 3)(900/450) = 2070, which is within 3% experimental error rate.
Values for other ports are calculated in a similar way as tabulated in Table 4.

Fig. 6. Experimental Setup 1

Table 4. Raw packet estimation for Setup 1
Switch/port

Switch-1 Switch-2 Switch-3

Port-1

2007

1130

2052

Port-1 estimation 2070

1150

2070

Port-1 error

3.14%

1.77%

0.88%

Port-2

224

1130

223

Port-2 estimation 230

1150

230

Port-2 error

2.67%

1.77%

3.13%

Port-3 225

224

224

Port-3 estimation 230

230

230

Port-3 error

2.67%

2.67%

2.22%
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Setup II

Here we emulate a tree topology as shown for 900 s. Therefore, number of cycles
elapsed is 2. For port 2 of switch S1, we have one switch and three hosts, therefore
the number of raw packets exchanged is (345 × 1 + 230 × 3)(900/450) = 2070,
which is within 2.57% experimental error rate (Table 5 and Fig. 7).
Table 5. Raw packet estimation for Setup 1
Switch/Port

Switch-1 Switch-2 Switch-3 Switch-4

Port-1

2851

471

477

Port-1 estimation 2070

460

460

460

Port-1 error

3.19%

2.34%

3.56%

2.95%

Port-2

474

2833

470

473

480

Port-2 estimation 2070

460

460

460

Port-2 error

2.57%

2.12%

2.74%

4.16%

Port-3

2826

470

468

476

Port-3 estimation 2070

460

460

460

Port-3 error

2.12%

1.71%

3.36%

2.34%

Fig. 7. Experimental Setup 2

6

Conclusion

We have proposed a method to estimate the fraction of raw packets in a given
SDN network, which is around 3–9% of the total traﬃc. The estimation technique
proposed in this paper will keep controller informed about the ﬂow of raw packets
in the network. This information can be utilized to increase the accuracy of the
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various techniques like OpenNetMon [8], OpenTM [17] etc. which rely on the
cumulative statistics of packet transmitted and received from the switches. The
method can be even further generalized for other network devices such as routers
as well.
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